







Settled in 1 762
Incorporated in 1 773
USEFUL INFORMATION
Hours & Phone Numbers
Office of Selecfmen Fax 585-7744 585-7723
PO Box 725 E-Mail - fltzwilliam@monad.net




Monday & Friday 8:30 am - 1 2:30 noon
Tuesday & Thursday 1 :00 pm - 5:00 pm
Wednesday 6:00 pm- 8.00 pm
Selectmen Meet: Wed. 7:00 pm
Town Clerk/Tox Collector's Office Hours
Monday & Friday 8:30 am - 1 2:30 pm
Tuesday & Thursday 1 :00 pm - 5:00 pm
Wednesday 6:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Land Use Office 585-7723
Planning Board, Zoning Board of Adjustment
Historic District Commission
PO Box 46
Monday & Friday 9:00 am - 1 2 noon
Tuesday & Thursday 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Wednesday evening 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Police Department Fax 585-7760 585-6565
Fire Department - Emergency 911 or 352-1100
(non-emergency) 585-6561
Road Agent 585-2255
Code Enforcement Officer 585-7723
Transfer Station/Recycling Ctr. 585-9423
Library Fax 585-6738 585-6503
Monday 2:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Tuesday & Thursday 2:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Wednesday 9:00 am - 1 2:00 noon
2:00 pm - 8:00 pm
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Thomas F. Parker Term expires 2000
Michael A. Methe Term expires 2001




William N. Prigge Term expires 2000
TOWN CLERK - TAX COLLECTOR










Winston A. Wright. Chainnan Temri expires 2000
Reino M. Lilback(Resignecl) Term expires 2000
Martin Nolan Term expires 2000
John Tommila(Resigned ) Terni expires 2001
Winthrop Brown II Term expires 2001
Janice Anderson Terni expires 2001
Carl J. Hagstrom, III Vice-Chair Temn expires 2002
Joan Knight Temri expires 2002
TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS
June E. Parker Term expires 2000
Curtis T. Hamilton Temn expires 2001
Daniel Baker Term expires 2002
TOWN OFFICERS ( Cont.
)
TRUSTEES OF THE LIBRARY
Joanne Lee Kesses Term expires 2000
Carolyn Edwards Term expires 2001
Rita Nirenberg Term expires 2001
Robin Marra Term expires 2002
Mary Murbach Term expires 2002





Barbara H. Richardson Temi expires 2000
Willam B. Rose Term expires 2000
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER




SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Carole Krunklevich Term expires 2000
Margo M. Best Term expires 2002
Emeline Angier Term expires 2004
COMMISSIONERS OF
PLANTS MEMORIAL PARK
Robert W. Dunton Term expires 2000
Kenneth A. Dunton Term expires 2000





















Mark Dunton Term expires 2000
Gene Cuomo(appointed) Term expires 2000
Kenneth Dunton Term expires 2001
Robert Dunton(resigned) Term expires 2002
CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER
Andrew Clukey(resigned)
LAND USE ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Jody L. Hartwell
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT































Chrysten Starrett Term expires 2000
Robin Haynes Term expires 2000
Paul Kotila Term expires 2001
Fred M. Slavic Term expires 2001
Rosalind W. Slavic Term expires 2001
Charles Roth Term expires 2002




















Wayne Kassotis, Chairman Term expires 2001
Carey Bluhm Term expires 2001
Susan Caouette Term expires 2002
Brian Gill Term expires 2002
LAND DEVELOPMENT COMMinEE
Robert Schienmann Term expires 2000
Daniel Baker Term expires 2000
Terry Silverman Term expires 2000
Elizabeth Massin Term expires 2000



























Vachon, Clukay & Co., PC
Certified Public Accountants
45 Markei Street
Manchester, New Hampshire 03101
(603) 622-7070
FAX; i22-14e2 January 20, 2000
To the Board of Selectmen
Town of Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of the Town of Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire
as of and for the year ended December 31, 1999, and have issued our report thereon dated January 20, 2000.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose
financial statements are free of material misstatement.
The management of the Town of Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire is responsible for establishing and
maintaining an internal control structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgments by
management are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs of internal control structure poHcies
and procedures. The objectives of an internal control structure are to provide management with reasonable, but
not absolute, assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition, and that
transactions are executed in accordance with management's authorization and recorded properly to permit the
preparation of general purpose financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles. Because of inherent limitations in any internal control structure, errors or irregularities may
nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of the structure to future periods is
subject to the risk that procedures may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or that the
effectiveness of the design and operation of policies and procedures may detenoraie.
In planning and performing our audit of the general purpose financial statements of the Town of
Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 1999, we obtained an understanding of the
internal control structure. With respect to the internal control structure, we obtained an understanding of the
design of relevant policies and procedures and whether they have been placed in operation, and we assessed
control risk in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressmg our opinion on the
general purpose financial statements and not to provide an opinion on the internal control structure.
Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily di.'^close all matters in the
internal control structure that might be material weaknesses under standards established by the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants. A material weakness is a condition in which the design or operation
of one or more of the internal control structure elements does noi reduce lo a relatively low level the risk that
errors and irregularities in amounts that would be material in relation to the general purpose financial
statements being audited may occur and not be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal
course of performing their assigned functions. We noted no matters involving the internal control structure and
its operation that we consider to be material weaknesses as defined above.
This report is intended for the information of management and the Board of Selectmen. However, this





FINANCIAL REPORT - CONTINUED
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Sale of Town Property 4,909
Interest on Investments 45,482
Fines & Forfeits 10.031
Insurance Dividend/Reimbusmts 18,827
Contributions/Donations 25,000
Other Misc. Sources of Revenue 3,520
TOTAL 107,769
INTERFUND OPERATION TRANSFERS IN
Transfer f/Trust & Agency Funds 6,450
Transfer f/Capital Reserve Funds 20,484
TOTAL 26,934
OTHER FINANCIAL SOURCES
Proceeds - Long-term notes 40,000
TOTAL 40,000
TOTAL REVENUE F/ALL SOURCES $3,474,264
FUND BALANCE F/JANUARY 1, 1998 $597,410
GRAND TOTAL K071 ,674
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GENERAL FUND BALANCE SHEET - Continued
1999 EXPENDITURES
EXPENDITURES - CONTINUED





Parks & Recreation 37,775
Patriotic Purposes 388
Conservation Commission 568












PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVNT
Taxes Paid: County
Taxes Paid: School Dist.
TOTAL
SUMMARY:
Total Payments for All Purposes
Less Capital Projects



















For the Tax Year 1999
PURPOSE OF i
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATION - Continued
PURPOSE OF
APPROPRIATION
1999 SOURCES OF REVENUE




Land Use Change Taxes 4,496
Timber Taxes 48,904
Interest/Penalties Delinquent Taxes 44,848
LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES
Business Licenses/Permit 862
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 274,579
Building Permits 3,519




Highway Block Grant 69,220




Income From Departments 27,924
Other Charges
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Sale of Municipal Property 4,609
Interest on Investments 45,482
Other 29,380
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN
From Cap. Reserve Funds 44,586




Amounts VOTED f/ Surplus 1 ,625
Surplus to Reduce Taxes 120.000
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS $872,357
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES
For the Year 1999
Description
DETAILED EXPENDITURES - Continued
ELECTION/ REG/ VITAL
DETAILED EXPENDITURES - Continued
Tax Collector
DETAILED EXPENDITURES - Continued
PLANNING/ZONING






State Unemployment Ins. 0.76
Advertising/Notices 263.30









Heat & Oil 1.663.37
Labor Contracted Services 979.41
Other Charges & Expenses 52.17









General Supplies 1 .29
Heat & Oil 1,963.37





DETAILED EXPENDITURES - Continued
Village Fire Station
DETAILED EXPENDITURES - Continued
Health Insurance
DETAILED EXPENDITURES - Continued
Gasoline/Oil
DETAILED EXPENDITURES - Continued
MEADOWOOD FIRE DEPT. $ 2,000.00
CODE ENFORCEMENT










Hardware,Nuts & Bolts 440.20
Heat & Oil 1.019.46
Hired Equipment 3,835.00
Ice Control: Sand & Salt 35,798.54












Small Tools 1 ,058.07
SnowPlow/Sander Repair 1 .381 .34







TOTAL HIGHWAY DEPT. $ 262,262.21
STREET LIGHTING $ 10.992.35
28





State Unemployment Ins. 8.51
Advertising/Notices 58.50
BIdg. Repairs/Maintenance 1,203.03





Hardware, Nut & Bolts 16.17
Hired Equipment 225.00
Heat & Oil 896.47





















Equipment Purchase 1 1 9.95
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DETAILED EXPENDITURES - Continued
Monad. Humane Society
DETAILED EXPENDITURES - Continued
PARKS ft RECREATION
DETAILED EXPENDITURES - Continued
Special Proarams
DETAILED EXPENDITURES - Continued
PARKS & PRECINCTS
DETAILED EXPENDITURES - Continued







CAPITAL OUTLAY • EQUIPMENT
Transfer Station Fork Lift
DETAILED EXPENDITURES - Continued
Police Garage
APPROPRIATION / EXPENDITURE COMPARISON
For the Tax Year 1999
PURPOSE OF Art.
APPROPRIATION / EXPENDITURE COMPARISON
For the Tax Year 1999 - Continued
PURPOSE OF
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
AS OF 12/31/99
DESCRIPTION
Town Hall, Land & Buildings
Furniture & Equipment
Library, Land & Buildings
Furniture & Equipment
Police Department, Land & Buildings
Furniture & Equipment
Fire Department, Land & Buildings
Furniture & Equipment
Highway Department, Land & Buildings
Equipment
Materials & Supplies




























Description Number of Acres
Farm Land 262.60
Forest Land 1 1 ,920.87
Unproductive 145.70
Wet Land 952.41
Total Number of Acres Exempted 13,281 .58
under Current Use
Total Number of Owners Granted
Current Use 226
Total Number of Parcels in
Current Use 345
RSA 79-A:1 Declaration of Public Interest
"It is hereby declared to be in the public interest to
encourage the preservation of open space, thus providing
a healthful and attractive outdoor environment for work
and recreation of the state's citizens, maintaining the
character of the state's landscape, and conserving the
land, water, forest, agricultural and wildlife resources. It is
further declared to be in the public interest to prevent the
loss of open space due to property taxation at values
incompatible with open space usage. Open space land
imposes few if any costs on local government and is
therefore an economic benefit to its citizens. The means
for encouraging the preservation of open space authorized
by this chapter is the assessment of land value for
property taxation on the basis of current use..."
39



















NET VALUATION ON WHICH MUNICIPAL,





NET VALUATION WITHOUT UTILITIES
ON WHICH TAX RATE FOR
STATE EDUCATION TAX IS COMPUTED 119,954,362.00
EXCAVATION ACTIVITY TAX
Value of Pit Areas $27,300
UTILITY SUMMARY
New England Power Company
Public Service Company of N.H.
TOTAL
$










SUMMARY OF LIEN ACCOUNTS
For the Year Ending December 31, 1999
DEBITS





















LEVY 1997 UNREDEEMED 12/31/99
NAME BALANCE DUE
Baldwin Estate, Fred & Jessie 350.53
Bateman, Christopher E. 124.41
Bullock, Benjamin & Frances 248.57
Burt, Randolph 1,148.28
Crowley, Lawrence J. & Gail K. 677.21
Cumings, Shirley & C. Welch 1 ,709.66
Cutting, Linda & Dinsmore, John 326.19
Davis, Demck L. & Ann M. 2,989.70
Davis, Edward A. & Cheryl M. 2,340.87
Derby, Stanley E. 91.49
Dickinson Estate, Thelma J. ^ 804.85
Geary, Joan E. 2,571.91
Hammond, Eari F. & Michael J. 1,010.51
Hancock Homes, Inc. 585.87
Hanscom, Doris A. 508.23
Hilton, Bany P. & Shari L 603.46
Huntoon, Mary E. 1,510.80
LaFontaine, Ray A. & Kathy M. 494.43
Lord, Richard C. & Romona 379.28
Mandra, Joseph 742.12
Manhoff, Harold D. & Mildred 1 ,660.46
Mullett, Dana L. 765.52
Murphy, Timothy P. & Sharon M. 312.67
Murphy, William J. & Ruth Y. 1 ,542.91
Niemela, Ralph & Helen 4,057.47
Plante, Donald W. & Joyce A. 265.84
Quimby, Timothy S. & Sandra 2,694.17
Russell, Donald & Sherry 1 ,01 5.38
Ryan, Dana & Jeanne E. 1 .495.96
Rybak, Aaron 1,211.02
Sweeney, Mari< D. 536.98
Trebino, Tacey E. 980.64
UNKNOWN 427.44
Whipple, Sr.. Henry W. 1,241.54
Whipple, Frank D. 1 ,444.69
Whitham. Wesley C. 1 ,220.62
Balances as of December 31 , 1 999 $40,091 .68
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LEVY 1998 UNREDEEMED 12/31/99
NAME BAUNCE PUE
Austin, Timothy A. 1 ,870.05
Baldwin Estate, Fred & Jessie 707.37
Baldwin Estate, Jessie 436.52
Bateman, Christopher E. 888.59
Bullock, Benjamin & Frances 3,033.23
Burt, Randolph 1,194.64
Connelly, David E. & Vivien 72.05
Crowley, Lawrence J. & Gail K. 1 ,142.63
Cumings, Shirley & C. Welch 1 ,778.69
Cutting, Linda & John Dinsmore 2,720.62
Davis, Derrick L. & Ann M. 3,1 1 1 .37
Davis, Edward A. & Cheryl M. 2.423.72
Derby, Stanley E. 94.51
Dickson Estate, Thelma J. 836.81
Geary, Joan E. 2,676.03
Hagstrom, Rosemary F. 385.48
Hammond, Earl F. & Michael J. 2,067.55
Hancock Homes Inc. 608.51
Hanscom, Doris 528.82
Hilton, Barry P. & Shari L. 1 ,504.76
Holman, Rosalie & Kathleen 1 ,585.74
Hoyland, Gustave J. & Susan T. 4,590.98
Huntoon, Mary E. 1 ,571 .65
LaFontaine, Ray A. & Kathy M. 515.02
Lord, Richard C. & Romona 384.87
Mandra, Joseph 772.00
Manhoff. Harold D. & Mildred 1.71 6.46
MAW Fitzwilliam Trust 12.07
Meattey, David R. 378.80
Mullett, Dana L. 796.42
Murphy, Timothy P. & Sharon M. 2.347.87
Murphy. William J. & Ruth Y. 1.941.19
Niemela. Ralph & Helen 7.370.06
Pastor. Gary M. & Brenda L. 2.874.89
Plante, Donald W. & Joyce A. 276.09
Quimby, Timothy S. & Sandra 2.804.46
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LEVY 1998 UNREDEEMED 12/31/99 - Continued
NAME BALANCE DUE
Russell. Donald & Sherry 1,056.61
Ryan, Dana & Jeanne E. 1,522.55
Rybak, Aaron 1,260.49
Seymour Sr., Robert S. & Cynthia 6,501 .60
Songer, Keith 371.76
Stuckich Dorothy & T. Shotwell 593.63
Sweeney, Mark D. 558.58
Thibodeau, Beverly J. 764.58
Thompson, Peter 377.19
Trebino, Tacey E. , 1,021.56
Trueax, Bradely J. & Kathleen 271 .32
Unknown 444.97
Whipple Sr. , Henry W. 1 ,657. 1
5
Whipple, Frank D. 427.97
Whipple, Richard 152.95
Whitham. Wesley C. 1 ,271 .
1
1
Balances of December 31, 1999 $76,274.54
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LEVY 1999 UNPAID 12/31/99
NAME
LEVY 1999 UNPAID - Continued
NAME
LEVY 1999 UNPAID - Continued
NAME
LEVY 1999 UNPAID - Continued
NAME BALANCE DUE
VanRennsselaer, Roger 922.00
Vincent, Neil A. & Linda J. 793.00
Virtual Mountain Land Trust 552.45
Walkonen, Brenda & Fredric K. 230.00
Wentzell, Richard 579.00
Whipple Sr., Henry W. 1 ,050.00
Whipple, Frank D. 715.00
Whitham, Wesley C. 924.00
Wilber, Benjamin C. 661.00
Willard, Robert R. ^ 1.146.00
Williams, Russell J. & Joann M. 453.00
Wright Sr, Edward K & Jean A. 889.00
Balances as of December 31 , 1999 1 68,926.00
*As a courtesy, the names of taxpayers who have paid
since December 31, 1999 do not appear in this unpaid report.
However, the balance reflects the totals as of December 31, 1999.
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FITZWILLIAM VILLAGE PRECINCT
Financial Report for 1999
BALANCE




Total Cash Receipts $792.05
Cash Disbursements: 1999
Services and Supplies $1,358.80
Bank Services and Charges 0.00
Total Cash Disbursements $1,358.80
Excess of Cash Receipts Over (Under)
Cash Disbursements ($566.75)
Cash Balance December 31, 1999 $2,566.87
Cash Balance as of December 31, 1999
Accounted for as Follows:
Demand Deposit, Bank of N.H. $2,566.87
Submitted,
Shirley H. Connelly, Treasurer
Commissioners:
William F. Connelly, Chairman
Philip Walling
Clerk: Faith Trueax
Treasurer: Shirley H. Connelly
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1999 REPORT OF THE LIBRARY TREASURER
Balance on hand January 1, 1999
LIBRARY TREASURER 1999 - Continued
Fleet Build. Acct.
REPORT OF ASSETS - FIHWILLIAM LIBRARY
For the Year Ending December 31, 1999
Balance
Library Memorial Fund





Bank of NH Acct. #77666-4 $7,716.17
Copier Equipment Fund
Bank of NH Acct.#601 131 $2,01 6.46
Building Plan Fund




ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ELLIOT INSTITUTE
OF FITZWILLIAM





1999 BOARD OF SELECTMEN REPORT
We start our report this year with extending our sincere thanks to all
the employees of the town, both full time and part time, and all of our residents
who have served the town on the various committees, boards, and other
activities. Your dedication and hard work has made Fitzwilliam the great place
it is to live in.
The financial health of our town is excellent. Departments, with two
minor exceptions, have kept spending within budgeted parameters. Revenues
continue to rise and that has allowed us to hold the municipal tax rate to a
modest one percent increase. We continue to retain a healthy unencumbered
fund balance. This helps maintain our cash flow status without borrowing and
provides a cash cushion for future needs. This year we are recommending
using $36,000 of this unreserved fund balance to pay for the reassessment of
the town.
We end the year 1999 with only one active legal case. This case is
cun'ently pending with the State of New Hampshire Board of Tax and Land
Appeals. The Board of Selectmen feels our position is con^ect and hope to
resolve this case early in 2000.
Planning is an important part of our job as selectmen. This year the
Board developed a long-range financial plan. This plan takes into account each
departments needs and balances the costs of these various projects against
each other in order to even out the overall impact to the budget each year. We
have also been active in updating out-dated polices and procedures. Although
this sounds like an easy job, believe us when we say it takes a whole lot of time
and effort!
The whole area of school funding has been a major event this year.
Unfortunately this is still not settled and we have no idea what the final program
will be. That will be up to the legislature and very likely the court. This year it
meant a substantial reduction in our property taxes. Fitzwilliam's school
apportionment for the 1999-2000 school year was $2,688,260. The state
adequate education grant was $1,647,361, leaving the town to raise $1,040,899
by property taxes. The state adequate education grant consisted of $670,333
in state property taxes that the Town collects and remits to the school district,
and $977,028 that the state raises and remits directly to the school district.
This year, the 2000 annual meeting warrant contains an article to
raise $100,000 for a town-wide reassessment. The last reassessment was
done in 1988/1989. At this time our town assessment contains many inequities
and needs to be completely redone in order to guarantee fairness to all our
taxpayers. The proposed reassessment will be computer based allowing us far
more versatility and the ability to more accurately update assessments on an
annual basis.
We would like to extend our appreciation to Gene Cuomo and our
highway department, together with area contractors for the outstanding job they
have done this year. Highway work can be a difficult area with always more
work to be done than available time and money allow. We feel that Gene has
maximized our "bang for the buck" and for this we say "thanks for a job well
done".
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Board of Selectmen - Continued
We would like to take this opportunity to extencj special thanks to the
men and women of Post 10289, Veterans of Foreign Wars for their donation
and erection of a monument in the Plante Memorial Park. The monument
honors the men and women who served their country during the Vietnam crisis.
We extend our congratulations to all of you folks who have been
involved with the expansion and renovation of the Emerson School. The
results are outstanding - truly a tribute to your efforts. This year we are asking
for funds to pave the portion of the parking lot located on recreation land. This
is a jointly used pari<ing lot and the school has indicated that, subject to
availability of funds, they will also contribute towards the cost of this work.
The Sewer Planning Committee has been active this year working on
proposed sewage sen/ice for parts of the town. We are asking for $10,000 to
be used at this time to continue this planning and your authorization to submit
applications to both state and federal agencies for project funding. The project
presented includes properties in the Village Area. We still need to arrive at a
solution at Laurel Lake and in the Fitzwilliam Depot.
We cannot end this report without special thanks to our staff who
makes it possible for us to serve you as Selectmen. Without Paula, Debbie,
Jody, and Margo this board would be lost. Thank you for a job well done.
Submitted by:





1999 REPORT OF THE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
As I write this report in January, I find it hard to think that it is winter.
The temperature is about 50 degrees and there is no snow or ice on our roads.
What a difference from one year to the next! You've got to love New England -
I know I do!
The Highway Department completed all the capital improvement











In 2000, we plan on starting
reconstruction of East Lake Road
starting in the Depot up to Brigham
Hill Road. The reconstruction of West
Lake Road will also be started from
Route 119 to the bottom of Noble's
Hill. In addition, we will continue the
reconstruction of our gravel roads and
this year Sandy Hollow Road will be
worked on.
During the fall of 1999, the Highway
Department purchased a "new" used
dump truck with a plow and sander.
The truck is a 1997 International and was purchased with money from a Capital
Reserve Fund and money from the Highway operating budget.
Since 1998 the highway Department has operated with three full time
employees and I feel we can maintain the department at this size for several
reasons. First and foremost, the two people who I have the pleasure of working
with, Richard Lawrence and William Russell, make it possible to complete the
impossible. We share a great working relationship and learn from one another.
The other reason we carr''do more with less" is because of the contractors who
work with us - Harry Damon and John Holman and their crews. Last winter I
think I spent more time with Harry sanding roads than with my wife! John and





1999 REPORT OF THE TRANSFER STATION
During 1999 approximately 845 tons of solid waste came through the
gates of the transfer station. The Town of Fitzwilliam recycled over 230 tons
of paper, glass, aluminum, plastic, steel cans, scrap metal, used antifreeze,
and used motor oil. Another 150 tons of leaves, grass clippings and garden
waste were turned into compost which is free to the public. The bum pit took
care of about 50 tons of natural wood under 5 inches in diameter, brush, and
non-treated lumber. We transported 275 tons of household solid waste and
140 tons of construction debris and used furniture to a
state-approved landfill for disposal. We recycled over
40 percent of our solid waste, which is the goal of the
Governor's Council on Recycling set for the year 2000.
Congratulations! From what I have been told by the
State of New Hampshire Department of Environmental
Services, not many towns will reach this goal by 2000
and we met it in 1999. Thank you for a job well done!
In July, we amended our transfer station ordinance and fees. This
was done, in part, to deal with the increased costs to dispose of materials -
especially construction debris. We saw a dramatic increase in the amount of
construction debris that was brought into our facility in 1999. You will notice
from the chart of revenues that the amount of revenue from transfer station fees
more than doubled this year. A major component of this increase in revenue
was the increase in our rates/fees and increase in amount of construction debris
brought into Fitzwilliam. The revenue from recycling decreased from last year
and this reflects a general trend in the industry.
There are still changes that need to occur at the transfer station in order to
comply with NHDES regulations. In order to bring our facility into compliance,
we will be changing the way in which we collect household hazardous waste.
Household hazardous waste includes used paint, thinner, solvents, stains, and
all other chemicals we use everyday in our homes. We will be setting up a
location at the transfer station for this and household hazardous waste will only
be accepted on certain specified dates. There will be certain items that the
transfer station will not be able to accept per state law. Once again, we will
keep you informed of these changes in the Fitzwilliam Newsletter and other
channels as necessary.
Transfer station permits are required for any individual wishing to utilize the
Transfer Station. These pemiits are available at the Town Clerk's Office and






































1999 REPORT OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT
^.^
The Fitzwilliam Police Department would like to extend its appreciation to
the community and other town agencies for their support this past year. Our
town is a proud community and very much united, hosting many wonderful
events each year. The annual Antique Show, the Garden Club, the Historical
Society Strawberry Festival, the Library events, Emerson School activities, and
the Fire Department Fun Fair, make Fitzwilliam a true New England town. The
Police Department is always willing and pleased to be connected with these
events.
This year marks the completion of the Emerson School additions. Many
are excited about the new gymnasium and the overall improvements to the
school. The building looks nice and should serve the future youngsters of the
town very well.
Our department continued its efforts
toward extra police patrols for the purpose
of visibility and traffic enforcement. Again
this year many people commented
positively on this extra patrol activity. The
part time members of the agency conducted
most of these patrols. I have asked for
equal money in this line item in my police budget to continue with these extra
patrols.
Our police staff grew in size this year with the addition of one part time
officer, Cory Tommila. Cory, a Fitzwilliam resident, has had a long time interest
in law enforcement and is serving the town well. In addition, we recently
promoted Officer DiSalvo to the rank of Corporal. Officer DiSalvo has served
our town since 1996 as a full time officer. Officer Sean Cavanaugh
successfully completed the Police Academy and is our third full time officer on
the department. Officer Cavanaugh is a R.A.D. (Rape, Aggression Defense)
instructor and completed R.A.D. Kids this year. R.A.D. Kids is a program that
focuses on safety themes, stranger awareness and defense against abduction.
Several merchants contributed to a fund drive this year to help us purchase
protective gear for the R.A.D. program. I wish to extend my thanks to them for
their support. Officers received training in establishing incident command,
evidence and property management, breath test operation, defensive driving
and skid control, and computer crimes and background investigation.
I have noticed the sale of many homes in the community purchased by
individuals from larger cities and metropolitan areas. Welcome to Fitzwilliam !
I'm sure you chose the town for its quaintness and serenity. I urge all new
residents to register to vote and come to Town Meeting to support the many
town services that you are used to and expect. The experience is a unique one
to say the least
!
The intersection at Route 12 and
Route 119 presents a safety concern
shared by many townspeople. There
seems to be an increase in the amount of
traffic that passes through there each day
and is an extremely congested area
during commuter hours. The Police
Department intends to increase speed
enforcement in this zone and has other
ideas to improve safety in this area.
There were 166 persons
arrested or detained this
year. There were 41
accidents recorded, with
17 people injured and
one fatality.
Five accidents occurred





1 999 Report of the Police (continued)
Reconstruction of this intersection is a long way off with an estimated cost
of $2,000,000 dollars.
We receive complaints about speeding cars on town roads on a regular
basis. We try to focus on the problem areas but we can't always be
everywhere at once. I appeal to the motorists, each and every one of you, to
exercise caution and stay within the posted speed limits.
My wish, as we enter a new century, is to continue to lead a professional
and trained Police Department to serve the town and the people who reside
here. We will continue to offer the most help that we can and work with the
community as a united force to keep our town peaceful and safe. Community
involvement, care and concern are what our job is all about. Remember, if you
see something that is suspicious, please call us immediately. Thank you and




REGISTER OF PRIMARY OFFENSES KNOWN
1999 REPORT OF ANIMAL CONTROL
1999 was a busy year for Fitzwilliam in the Animal Control Department.
There were 315 calls for assistance, this is a 12% increase over last year. The
reason for this increase was due to an increase number of loose dogs, and
possible animal abuse calls.
This year there were twelve auto collisions with moose and deer on town
roads. There were also eight dogs killed, an unfortunate increase over last
year. This is one reason for our leash law in town.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank our Townspeople for their help
this year.
The 1999 statistics are as follows:
• Over 500 dog registrations in Town
• 1 60 stray dog calls; 20 of which went to the Humane Society
• 8 dog bites
• 26 stray cats








The support of the townspeople at the 1999 Town Meeting enabled
the town to purchase a new ambulance. In October of 1999 The Fitzwilliam Fire
Department took delivery of the new ambulance from Marque Ambulance
Company located in Goshen Indiana. The ambulance chassis is a 1999 Ford
E450 Super Duty . The box of the ambulance is custom built.
We were also able to purchase a new defibrillator for the ambulance.
The "Lifepak 12" replaced the original defibrillator that was more than 10 years
old and no longer serviceable by the company.
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• 9 Public Assist






• 2 Brush Fires
• 23 Motor
Vehicles















The Fitzwilliam Fire Department
responded to 271 calls from the period December 1,
1998 to November 30, 1999. This represents the
largest volume of calls for the department since
records have been kept, and an increase of 69 calls
from 1998. Mutual Aid calls to nearby communities
include Jaffrey, Troy, Rindge, Richmond, Royalston
and Winchendon, MA.
PERSONNEL, TRAINING, AND EDUCATION
The department now has twenty-five active
members, one of whom is new to the Fire/EMS
service. The department has nine (9) members
who serve as fire personnel and five (5) EMS
personnel. Eleven (11) members are both fire and
EMS certified. There are 16 New Hampshire
certified fire fighters. Three (3) members completed
their second level of Firefighter I last spring at
Meadowood; four (4) members completed their
Level II firefighter at Meadowood this fall. Five (5)
other members completed their Level II
firefighter last spring.
There are 16 members who are certified at various levels of
Emergency Medical Services. One (1) member is certified as an Emergency
Responder, three (3) members are Nationally Registered First Responders,
seven (7) are EMT-B (basic) and five (5) are at the EMT-I (intermediate). There
are 24 members who are certified in CPR for the healthcare provider.
In 1999 seven (7) members completed recertification in Richmond
and one person completed EMT-I. Four (4) members completed EMT-I
recertification at The Cheshire Medical Center this
fall.
The department continues to offer monthly
training for both fire and EMS personnel. Other
training offered to members included an 8-hour
Firefighter Survival Course and a pump course. In
addition, personnel participated in several courses at
Meadowood Training Center, Keene Fire Dept, and
Swanzey Fire Dept. Courses included Self
Contained Breathing Apparatus and Protective Equipment, Now You're an
Officer, Dive Team Support, Basic Pumps, Basic Rescue, and Hazmat
Operations. Four (4) members completed Emergency Apparatus Driving
Course held at the NH Fire Academy in Concord and at Pease Air Base. Two
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members completed the Certified Pumps course at the NH Fire Academy and
one (1) member completed Introduction to Technical Rescue, also at the NH
Fire Academy. Personnel also participated in several courses at The Cheshire
Medical Center, including medication administration, as well as participating in
the monthly Advanced Life Support continuing education at Cheshire Medical
Center.
The department offered courses and training/education to the
community members and businesses in the areas of Fire Prevention and First
Aid and CPR.
VEHICLES
Aside from the new ambulance, the inventory of apparatus remains
unchanged and includes the 1973 Mack pumper, 1978 Ford pumper, 1973
Mack crew cab pumper, 1978 Mack Tanker, and the brush truck. These
vehicles continue to provide the town with excellent service, however, due to
the age of the front line pumpers, we feel it is prudent to go forward with the
scheduled purchase of a new crew cab class A pumper in 2001 as provided for
in our proposed capital improvement program.
The Town is leasing the Meadowood tower truck to serve the needs
of our town, and the area, while a determination is made as to Meadowood's
future.
All vehicles are monitored closely to be sure that they are in good
working order.
2000 BUDGET
The 2000 fire budget is comparable to the immediately proceeding
years in regard to ongoing operational costs, payroll, and training. All
equipment is inventoried on a monthly basis to assure that everything remains
in proper working condition. Although there are always items that are needed,
great strides have been made in creating a well-equipped, well-trained
department to better serve the^town. The 2000 ambulance budget reflects a
working budget for payroll, training, and operations.
ASSOCIATION MEMBERS
As some townspeople may be aware, there are members of the
Fitzwilliam Fire Department, Inc. who are not providers of Fire and Emergency
Medical Services. These people provide great assistance with support and food
at fire and rescue scenes, and with fundraising activities for the purchasing and
maintenance of equipment which in turn, benefits the town. We thank the
businesses that support the Fitzwilliam Community Calendar Project by
advertising in the calendar which is in its ninth year, as well as those
businesses that support our community events such as Annual Fun Fair, Ice
Fishing Derby, and our Holiday events. We certainly extend our thanks to those








For the first time in the library's history, the
circulation of materials broke the 20,000 mark
with a record high of 20,072!
Other notable statistics for 1999 we^re in-
house use of materials (2,603), attendance
(over 13,000) and reference questions (805).
We issued 254 cards to new patrons bringing
the total of registered users to 933.







1999 was a record year for programming at the library. We offered 73
programs with over 1 ,300 in attendance. Memorable highlights included Joey, a
Kangaroo's Tale with HaPenny Theatre, Magician Fran Ferry, Queen Bee
Puppetry, several evenings of storytelling and a New Hampshire Humanities
Program on Love, Insight and Transformation. New
for this year were the Antique Appraisal Day, which
brought a wide audience and raised over $1 ,000 for
the Building Fund, monthly Book Raffles of donated
autographed boqks and one-on-one Internet
training classes. Our regular offerings of Preschool Storytime, monthly Book
Discussions and crafts were also well attended. The Summer Reading Program
- Once Upon a Summer Reading - registered 68 readers who read a combined
total of 700 books!
We bon-owed 217 books from other libraries as well as 300 books for
our thriving book discussion group, which ended the year with 27 members.
Our inter-library loan service is made possible through our computer link to the
State system. On the technology front, we added two new computers for public
use; both hooked up to the Internet Frame Relay and equipped with word
processing and reference tools. We also completed an upgrade of our network
with a software upgrade planned for 2000.
The library building was painted an attractive softer shade of yellow in
1999. A new granite and post fence was installed along the town hall side of
the lawn and gardens were planted along both sides of the fence and along the
brick walkway. It became a real community project with contributions from
many people including John Ernst, Tom Pari<er, Gene Cuomo, Jody Hartwell,
Chariie Massin and the Garden Club. Thank you to everyone involved.
The Friends of the Library were a particulariy strong force at the
library this year; sponsoring all of our programming as well as running two book
sales. They also purchased children's, reference and audio books as well as a
television and vcr. The Summer Reading Program would not be possible
without their efforts. Thanks to the executive board of Kate Thomas, Dancy
Bluhm, Coni Porter, Cheryl Wolf, Debbie Favreau and Annemarie Piccolo.
1999 was also the first full year of our Building Expansion Plan and it
was successful on all fronts. Voters at the annual town meeting in March
approved establishing a capital reserve fund for this project. The Building
Committee met throughout the year with the project architect, Peter Tennant, to
create color renderings and a building program for the proposed expansion.
The Development Committee also met throughout the year to plan and carried
out several successful fund-raising events. A fund-raising drive to raise a
significant portion of the expansion cost is also underway. This year, on the
warrant, we are asking the Town to add to the capital reserve fund for this much
needed building expansion. Thank you to all the committee members,
volunteers and townspeople who helped make 1999 such a remari<abte year.
Respectfully submitted by Susan Massin, Librarian
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1999 REPORT OF THE RECREATION COMMISSION
The Fitzwilliam Recreation Commission administers and promotes
programming that allows individuals to exercise not only bodies, but community
spirit, cooperation and sportsmanship as well. These programs would not exist
if not for the extraordinary efforts of many volunteers and the healthy risk- taking
of participants willing to challenge themselves and to be part of something
bigger than themselves.
The Skateboard Park, that was to be completed in the Spring of 1999,
met many obstacles along the way and the dedication of the Janet Meattey
Skateboard Park has been postponed until the Spring of 2000. The first of the
ramps was completed in the Spring of 98 and the remainder of the apparatus
will be complete and ready to put in place this spring.
The Commission was proud to be part of many
Jp^ successful programs this year. The largest single town
* r^*^ program is still the Fall Soccer Program. Once again, Andy
^ Jf^ Caouette graciously stepped in to direct the soccer program.^ The Commission is grateful to Andy for the many hours he
^^ spent coordinating the program, coaching a team, and
preparing the field for the early morning games (many nights
after dark!). This year's program consisted of 10 teams, plus a Kindergarten
program, with over 200 children taking part. This program could not exist
without the extraordinary efforts of the many volunteers who step fonward every
year to help out. Our thanks to all of them and to Dunkin' Donuts for providing
weekly donuts, which offset the costs of our six referees.
The Summer Recreation Program, directed by Kathleen Stark, once
again provided a quality six-week program for resident and elementary school-
aged children (mostly Fitzwilliam residents). Fourteen outstanding Senior and
Junior Leaders (including many of our own Fitzwilliam youth), plus one young
volunteer "Junior-in-Training", led the 75 summer campers in daily games, arts
and crafjs, swimming at the Fitzwilliam inn (with lifeguard Katie Cunningham),
archery lessons, and various field trips, such as the Friendly Farm, Twinkle
Town Golf, Whalom Park, and a Gap Mountain hike. Thanks to the Depot
General Store for providing our weekly pizza that was always hot and delicious.
In it's 9'^ year, the Charlie Wallace 5K roadrace was a
^ success once again, with 75 runners of all ages participating
rt^ including many Fitzwilliam children and adults. This race is a favorite
J|^ of local runners. The town wide tag sale was also a success thanks
^^j to the efforts of former commission member, Lola Grab.
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The Cross Country Ski Program is back again this year and we're
very pleased to have Lou Thomas as coach once again. Dan Leary will
continue to groom the trails for the program. Fitzwilliam residents are very
fortunate to have expertly groomed ski trails and equipment available to use at
no cost.
In June of this year, Kathy Stark was hired not only as Summer
Recreation Director, but also as our part-time administrative-assistant, to take
over many of the tasks previously handled solely by the volunteer commission.
The Commission meets twice a month, on the second and fourth Wednesdays
of the month. Please feel free to join us for a meeting. We always welcome
new faces and fresh ideas!
The Recreation Commission
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1 999 REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
It has been a busy year with the new plate issue however, everything
is progressing as expected. Most people are requesting the new six (6) digit
number plates and choosing not to pay an additional amount for the alpha
numeric plates that were the last plates to be issued by motor vehicles. The
word from Motor Vehicles is that we will not be issuing new trailer, motorcycle,
or tractor plates in the upcoming year. We are still waiting to go on line with the
State of New Hampshire; I know of only a few Towns that are doing this now,
but in time, all towns in the State should be on line. It will be extremely
beneficial on many levels to have access to the State's computer information.
It will be a great help to those people that move in from another town in the
State as we will have all the information that is needed to register their vehicle
in case they forget to bring in the current registration.
Many people have asked about the new plates that the
^^^^L^T^^^^ Conservation Commission plan to issue. I have not yet
^ ^ been made aware of these types of plates, nor do I
^njnfSSSSSSiS^^ know when they will be available.
^^ ^^ This is the fourth year that we have been
using the computer to register vehicles and everything is going fine. We could
use another computer and software at times, especially when it is time to
license dogs.
Vital records have had a few setbacks within the Vision 2000
program, and as a result we have not been able to do everything hoped for this
year. Some of the major cities are on line with the State, but the smaller towns
are still waiting. A new computer was given to my office by the State for vital
records, so we should be on line soon. The marriage licenses have been
working out well with people being able to apply in any town in the State for a
license. As of September 1999, we no longer gave out a complimentary copy
of the marriage license. Certified copies of vital records will cost $12.00 and
$8.00 for each additional copy requested at the same time.
Many thanks to everyone who voted at last year's Town Meeting to
approve the expenditure of matching funds for construction of a Vital Records
room. Work is planned to begin in January and we hope to finish during the
winter months. It will t>e a great help to have all the vital records stored in one
location as well helpful in the preservation of same since they will be kept in an
environment suitable for these types of archaic records; it will also provide
space for other records as necessary.
The Clerk's hours are listed in the Town Report and can also be
obtained by calling 585-7791 even when the office is closed. Be sure to check
the newsletter for special events and when the office will be closed for any
holidays.



























3/30/99 Peterborough Wood, Andrew
Wood, Heidi
4/13/99 Keene, NH • Frazier, Thomas
Frazier, Mary
4/20/99 Keene, NH Price, Michael
Price, Vanessa
5/2/99 Fitzwilliam, NH Dunton, Mark
Dunton, Sarah
Eryn Rachael Inez 5/7/99 Peterborough May, Joshua
Helgerson, Dana
Olivia Marleen 5/16/99 Peterborough Guyette, Ronald
Guyette, Melissa
Amber Lee 7/1/99 Keene, NH Donlon, David
Donlon, Tammy
Lyie Joseph 7/8/99 Peterborough Murphy, Herbert
Favreau, Felicia





















Year Ending December 31, 1999
1999 REPORT OF THE CEMETERY DEPARTMENT
Once again we had a busy year keeping the grounds maintained in
the cemeteries. One tree was removed from the Village Cemetery. We are in
the process of repairing the tool shed, and hope to have this work completed by
the spring.
With the warm fall weather we were able to work late into the season
to complete all fall cleanup. The grounds should be ready for maintenance as
we have started reseeding various areas, and hope to continue this process in
the spring.
A new mower was purchased this year, and we hope to purchase a
new trimmer in the spring.




Construction of the new Library Fence
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1 999 REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
The Planning Board's regulatory duties include the review and
approval of all subdivisions, lot line adjustments, earth excavations, and site
plan review applications. Additionally, the Board is responsible for
amendments to the Land Usage Ordinance and for ensuring that the Town is in
statutory compliance with all State and Federal regulations and laws.
In 1999 the Planning Board heard proposals that included two minor
subdivisions, six site plan reviews, and six preliminary conceptual
consultations.
During the course of the year the Planning Board continued to work
on its many non-review functions which included instituting language into the
Land Usage Ordinance with regard to Equitable Waivers of Dimensional
Requirements as a fourth provision of the Zoning Board of Adjustment and
drafting language for insertion into the Land Usage Ordinance for Home
Occupations and Home Based Businesses.
In addition to responding to applications, consultations, public
meetings and hearings, our goals for the npw year include continuing training of
members as well as to continue to review the ordinance to ensure that the
intent of the Town is supported in our zoning efforts.
Members of the Planning Board attended the Municipal Law Lecture
Series again this year with topics of discussion including when land regulation
becomes a "taking", and elements of effective code enforcement and
dependable enforcement of codes and decisions.
Chairman Terry Silverman was appointed to the Land Development
Committee. This committee was established to give consideration to the best
use of the gift to the Town of the former ski area lands. This committee is in
the process of drafting a final report, with recommendations, that will be
forwarded to the Board of Selectmen.
The Planning Board meets on the first and third Tuesdays of each
month at 7:00 PM at the Town Hall. All meetings are open to the public and we
encourage your attendance and participation.
Respectfully submitted,
Terry Silverman, Chairman Susan Hoyland
Paul Grasewicz, Vice Chairman Margaret Wittenborg, Alternate
Robin Haynes Robert Hanson
Joan McLaughlin Jody Hartwell, Administrative Asst.
Katherine Metzger, Selectmen's Representative
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1999 REPORT OF THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Zoning Board of Adjustment is a board whose function is to hear
appeal applications from property owners who apply for relief from the terms of
the Fitzwilliam Land Usage Ordinance.
The Board is empowered to grant relief, if the applicant can meet the
criteria as specified in the Land Usage Ordinance. This relief appears in the
form of a variance; special exception; the review of a disputed administrative
decision made by a town board or official; or an equitable waiver of dimensional
requirement.
A variance application is a request for a waiver or relaxation of a
requirement in the Land Usage Ordinance when strict enforcement of the
requirement would cause undue hardship to the applicant. Hardship, as
defined, may only be because of circumstances unique to the property in
question and not shared by other parcels of land in the same district. A special
exception application is a request for a specific permitted use of land or
buildings, when criteria or requirements are met, as detailed in the Land Usage
Ordinance. An appeal to an administrative decision application is a request for
the Board to review a disputed decision of an administrative officer, which
includes any decision involving construction, interpretation or application of the
tenns of the Land Usage Ordinance. An equitable waiver of dimensional
requirement allows the board purview over situations where a good faith en-or
was made in the siting of a building or other dimensional layout issue.
In 1999 the Board of Adjustment considered appeals including one
variance application, two special exception applications, two administrative
appeals, and one referral from the Conservation Commission and the Planning
Board.
The Board of Adjustment meets at the Town Hall on the third Monday
of each month at 7:30 PM when applications are submitted. The Board invites
and encourages all interested parties to attend hearings and meetings as
noticed.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert H. Anderson, Chairman






Jody Hartwell, Administrative Assistant
Michael Methe, Selectmen's Representative
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1999 REPORT OF THE HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
Fitzwilliam contains a historical New England village that is well
known for its innate beauty. Hopefully, we all recognize the importance of this
precious natural and historical resource and are prepared to demonstrate our
support of the town's historical value.
There are great pressures upon our natural and historical resources
that are caused by growth and other means that are seriously affecting the
quality of life in all historical communities. Given this knowledge then, it makes
good sense to be prepared. Preparedness comes in the form of the Historic
District Commission who is responsible for the institution of regulatory
safeguards known as the Historic District Commission regulations.
The Historic District Commission is responsible for the review of all
exterior construction located within the boundaries of this overlay district as well
as responsible for the update, amendment, and adoption of the regulations in
accordance with State statute.
In September, the Commission regretfully accepted the resignation of
Its Chairman Charles Massin who served the Town of Fitzwilliam in this
capacity for over fifteen years with a true s'ense of loyalty, dedication, and
insight to the historical nature of the District and the Town as a whole. His
guidance is missed.
The Commission welcomes new alternate member Catherine
Favreau to the fold and looks forward to working with her in the upcoming
years. The Board also welcomes new members Rosamond McLean and
Robert Corrette , who have also graciously accepted appointments.
All residents are reminded that the Commission meets on the second
Tuesday of each month at 4:00 PM in the Town Hall. All meetings are open to
the public and we encourage participation from all interested parties.
Respectfully submitted,
Michael Terpstra, Chairman






Katherine Metzger, Selectmen's Representative
Jody Hartwell, Administrative Assistant
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1999 REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The Conservation Commission continues to carry out its responsibilities of
protecting the natural resources of Fitzwilliam.
During 1999 the Commission received, from the Estate of Jane L. Fiske, a
small parcel of property that was added to the town forest. The Commission
also worked with the Selectmen and a consultant forester to develop a forest
management plan for the Woodbrook property owned by the Town.
Several Commission members attended meetings of the Southwest Region
Planning Commission, the New Hampshire Association of Conservation
Commissioners, and a presentation on the U.S. Environmental Protections
Agency's Clean Water Action Plan. These meetings provide valuable
information on new developments in conservation issues, regulations and
planning.
In January, the Commission sponsored a presentation by the Citizens for
Land and Community Heritage. This group supports the efforts of the State
Commission on Land and Community Heritage that had developed a plan to
provide penmanent funding to support land and historical resource preservation.
In October, the Commission sponsored a slide show on conservation
easements presented by the Monadnock Conservancy. The Monadnock
Conservancy currently holds easements on two properties in Fitzwilliam.
Commission members conducted inspections of several proposed
development projects and provided comments for Selectmen and state
agencies on issues relating to the Wetland Protection Act, wetland regulations
and the Town's Wetland Protection Overlay District.
The Commission has begun to develop a town conservation plan. Charles
Roth has been instrumental in leading this effort. We hope to complete a draft












1999 REPORT OF THE CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICE
The CcKle Enforcement office seeks to enforce those regulations as
established by majority vote at Town Meeting by virtue of the adoption of the
Land Usage Ordinance; as well as in accordance with State and Federal
statutory requirements and regulations. This position works under the auspices
of the Board of Selectmen.
The Code Enforcer handles investigations upon receipt of a written
complaint; ensures compliance of ail building permits to applicable building and
zoning requirements; dedicates Emergency 91 1 numbers; and reviews building
permit applications and plans. This review ensures securing safety from fire,
flood, and establishing that all public requirements are met.
In 1999, the Code Enforcer issued 100 building pemriits; the total
dollar amount of construction, according to owner estimates, is $3,753,334.00.
The number of building permits increased approximately 25% from that of
1998.
If you have any questions regarding zoning applications or building







1999 REPORT OF PLANTE MEMORIAL PARK
The warm weather this year made for an excellent growing season
for the new grass that was planted. Bare spots were patched, and the entire
park was limed and fertilized. Five park benches were installed on cement
slabs. We wish to extend our thanks to all who donated labor and materials to
this project.
The State of New Hampshire donated six hybrid lilac trees
additionally three Maple trees were also planted this fall.
The Vietnam Veteran Monuments was placed in the park this fall.
The monument is beautiful, I encourage you all to stop by and see it.







Daniel Bemis at the Historical Society Fall Craft Demonstration
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1999 FinWILLIAM TRUST FUNDS REPORT
1 999 represented modest activities for the Trustees of the Trust
Funds. During the year we met several times to process routine business,
award scholarships, and evaluate investments. During 1999, the trust funds
manager. New London Trust, was acquired by Phoenix New England Taist.
The Trustees of the Trust Funds for the Town of Fitzwilliam manage
a relatively small portfolio, when compared to other towns similar in size. A
meeting was held with representatives of Phoenix New England for the
purposes of further defining and documenting our investment strategy. In past
years, the Trustees have focused our investment strategy on growth stocks as
a method of increasing the principle in the funds. Strong economic growth has
allowed us to benefit from this strategy by increasing the principle balances in
the funds. A weakness of this strategy, however, is that relatively small earning
from interest and dividends were available to the recipients of the funds.
Following our meeting with Phoenix New England Trust, the Trustees defined a
more balanced investment strategy where a larger portion of the funds would
be invested in bonds and stocks with expanded earning opportunities, while still
maintaining a portion in growth oriented investments.
During the year another scholarship fund. The Louis J. Petkiewicz
Fund, was established. We would welcome talking with residents that would






TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS
Festival of Trees at the Historical Sodety Member's Christmas Party
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1999 TOWN HALL AGENT'S REPORT
There were no improvements made to the Town Hall this year - only





Fitzwilliam Police - R.A.D. Class
Fitzwilliam Recreation Commission
Conservation Commission
As usual, I would like to say thanks to John Fitzwilliam for his






First snow - November 29, 1999.
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FINAL REPORT SUMMARY
THE FinWILLIAM LAND DEVELOPMENT COMMIHEE
The Town of Fitzwilliam, at a December 16, 1998 Special Town Meeting, approved
Article 2, voting to accept the generous donation by Russell Raitto and John llg in
memory of Dorothy Ann llg, of 29.8 acres of land located north of Richmond Road
(generally known as "the old ski area") in the Town of Fitzwilliam (Map 15, 03-08).
Pursuant to the foregoing, the Town of Fitzwilliam at the Annual Town Meeting on 9
March 1999, approved Articles 10 and 1 1 of the Warrant which authorized the following:
Article 10: " ... authorize the Board of Selectmen to form a committee of five
individuals to recommend uses for the land known as the "ski tow area", (Map 15 Lot 03-
08), one member to be from the Planning Board, one member from the Board of
Selectmen, and three members at large to be appointed by the Board of Selectmen; with
the committee to submit its recommendations to the Town at the 2000 Annual Meeting, or
take any action thereon."
Article 11:"... raise and appropriate the sum ef $1 0,000 for the use by the
committee established under ARTICLE #10 of the 1999 Annual Town Meeting to
fonnulate their recommendations, or act thereon. This appropriation shall be non-lapsing
and may be encumbered by the selectmen for up to 4 years. (Recommended by Budget
Committee, Recommended by Board of Selectmen)"
To fulfill the committee's charter created by Article 10, above, the committee met
monthly beginning in June 1999 through January 2000 (nine times), generally on the
second Tuesday of each month (August and a December meeting being the exceptions).
Based on the charter of the committee (hereafter refen-ed to as the Land
Development Committee or LDC) established pursuant to Article 10 above, the LDC
members adopted the following objectives:
• Develop and explore various potential uses of the donated property.
• Analyze and assess the merits of a reduced set of alternative, potential
utilization's of
the said property
• Recommend courses of action to the Town regarding use and disposition of the
donated land.
The LDC discussed and developed potential uses of the property, in the
end, arriving at six (6) possibilities. The final set of six (6) land use alternatives
developed by the LDC is listed below:
• Keep and use the land as it currently exists (X-Country Skiing, Sledding,
Hiking). Least environmental impact on land and area.
• # 1 above, and budget funds for maintenance of the trails (grooming, etc.), and
upkeep of the land in general on a periodic basis, so it remains an enjoyable
community asset.
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LAND DEVELOPMENT COMMIHEE - Continued
• Expanded recreational use # 1 above combined with addition of a
multiple use soccer, baseball/football field at the open, bottom end of the
ski slopes.
• A large municipal swimming pool with restroom facilities.
• Water reservoir
• Long-Term: Small housing units for elderly residents of Fitzwilliam (No more than
(14) units, not a nursing home, and at no net cost to the town)
The LDC assessed / evaluated the top (6) land use alternatives, above, with respect
to the following considerations / factors:
1
.
Benefit / Value to the residents of the Town of Fitzwilliam
To determine how the community valued / assessed the perceived benefits of
each alternative, the LDC developed a survey to canvas the Town residents and
solicit their opinions regarding potential uses of the donated property, via a direct
mailing. The LDC used the results of the survey as the best measure of community
sentiment regarding disposition / use of the donated property. The survey also
provided respondents the opportunity to recommend other uses of the property
beyond the six (6) proposed by the LDC. The purpose of this was to determine if a
significant consensus existed in the Town for use(s) of the land beyond the (6)
contained in the survey.
2. Direct costs include any potential cost impacts associated with a land
use alternative and the effect on the Town budget (both non-recurring
investment and recurring operation and maintenance) and taxes.
3. Opportunity costs are associated with choosing an altemative which
precjudes use of the land in the future for currently unforeseen needs.
Conversely, opportunity costs can also be associated with doing
nothing with the land, forgoing opportunities to benefit segments of the
Fitzwilliam community.
4. Risk includes the risk of cost growth In construction associated with an
alternative, potential financial liabilities attendant to use of the land,
and the risk that actual benefits will not match expectations.
5. Environmental Impact: This assesses the degree to which a land use
alternative negatively impacts or changes the natural, traditional
setting of Fitzwilliam.
The results of the survey used to determine benefit / value to the community of
alternative uses of the land overwhelmingly endorsed Alternatives 1 and 2: Continue
current use of the land and increase the maintenance budget to enhance utilization. Of
the 1023 surveys distributed to Fitzwilliam residents, 128 responses were received for ~ a
13% response rate. In the survey, respondents were asked to rate the degree of
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LAND DEVELOPMENT COMMIHEE - Continued
desirability or benefit provided by a land use alternative on a scale of five (5) to one
(1), five (5) being most desirable to one (1) being least desirable. The table below
contains the results of the survey. The columns labeled one (1) through (5) contain
the number of "votes" received by an alternative for that level of perceived value /
benefit. For example, the (1 1) in the five (5) column in the fourth (4) row represents
(11) respondents who felt a swimming pool represented the most beneficial use of
the property.





LAND DEVELOPMENT COMMIHEE - Continued
environment impacts compared to Alternatives to merit further consideration.
The LDC recognizes there are potential ground water and drainage issues
associated with any earth moving work required to implement Alternative 3, as
well as parking facilities needed for it. The LDC recommendations which follow
take these considerations into account, as well
as the parallel on-going effort by the Recreation Department to locate an area
for a much needed recreational / soccer facility for the children of Fitzwilliam.
Recommendations: Based on deliberations and analysis of the appropriate
use of the donated property in question, the LDC strongly recommends to the
Board of Selectmen and the Town of Fitzwilliam that they continue the cun-ent
use of the donated land as the most preferable course under present
circumstances. The LDC further recommends that the following be done:
1
.
Increase the maintenance budget to permit additional mowing of the
brush covering the open area up to three (3) times over the Summer-
Fall period. The Town should also name the owners, over whose
property the cross-country ski trails pass, as additional insureds in the
Towns municipal liability policy.
2. Erect a plaque commemorating Dorothy Ann llg, a donor of the
property, at an appropriate / visible location on the property.
3. Secure autonomous Town rights to use of the entire area currently in
use for cross-country skiing and hiking.
4. That remaining funds provided under Article 1 1 be used to conduct
engineering studies of Alternative 3 (Expanded Recreational / Athletic
Use) to determine non-recurring and recurring costs associated with
developing a non-interfering (with current use) soccer / football facility
on the property. The engineering study should also assess the impact
of the potential ground water problem arising from the springs and
cisterns in the area, as well as a septic tank, and the function of the
lower, eastern open area as a natural drainage sink. If the parallel
effort of the Recreation Department to identify and provide a soccer









1999 REPORT OF THE SEWER PLANNING COMMinEE
At the annual town meeting in March 1999, residents of the town
gave the Selectmen the "go ahead" to contract with an engineering firm to
produce a Town water/sewer study. After reviewing the proposals ft"om
several finns, the Board of Selectmen awarded the job to the engineering fimn
of Woodard and Cun-an. A committee of residents was formed to be directly
involved with the study and met on a monthly basis beginning in June 1999.
Originally, the selectmen had identified three areas in town where
septic problems seemed to be the most prevalent. The three areas were the
Depot, the east side of Laurel Lake and the Village. A survey was developed
by the committee to gather infomiation about residents septic systems. 112
surveys were completed. The consultants used this infomiation along with
information at the Town Hall to determine the various wastewater needs and
estimate the number of people in each area. It was determined that there were
not enough users in the Depot area to make a sewer project for that area
feasible. It was discovered that since over Vz of the lake area's population is
seasonal, a project in this area would not be eligible for federal or state grants.
This left the Village area. The sewer planning committee feels that we have a
feasible project for the Village and have asked the Board of Selectmen to place
an article on the warrant to get authorization to apply for State and Federal
funding. It is anticipated that these grants could comprise up to 75% of the
total project cost. This is the next step in detemnining if this project is financially
feasible. In addition, another article will be on the warrant requesting additional
money to have Woodard and Curran continue working with the Town on this
project and guide us through the grant application process.
We have included a summary that will give an overview of the project
in a question and answer fomnat.
FITZWILLIAM WASTEWATER TREATMENT PROJECT
SUMMARY
Why only in the Village? The study investigated the existing wastewater
treatment situation in the Village, the Depot, and around Laurel Lake, and
evaluated options for improved treatment. Only the Village area was found to
have both significant sepfic system failures and eligibility for grant funding.
How much will It cost? For the proposed service area within the more
densely developed parts of the Village area, the overall system cost is
estimated to be $2,400,000.
How can we pay for this system? There are financial resources available
from the NH Department of Environmental Services and the USDA Rural
Development office that could provide up to 75 percent of the cost in grants,
with low-interest loans for the remainder. It is currently estimated that there
may be a shortfall of about $20,000 per year on a loan for the project's
construction cost beyond what the grants and revenues generated by users of
the system can provide.
How will the shortfall be paid for? If the Town makes up the difference
between what the users of the system and the grants will pay for, taxes would
increase by approximately $18 on a property valued at $100,000.
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How much is the user fee? The funding agencies target a user fee of 2% of
the median household income in calculating their grant package. In Fitzwilliam
that amount would be $720 per year.
How will the Town acquire the property it needs? The Town will negotiate
with property owners to purchase property or obtain easements, after
commitments for project funding have been obtained.
How will the system be administered? Typically, a small wastewater system
like this would be administered through either a Town department or a special
governing body (a district).
How will the State DOT plans for Routes 12 and 119 affect the project?
The project will be coordinated with the DOT planning process so that the two
projects consider the other.
What will be the impact on the Village water system? The sewer system
will be designed with the appropriate setbacks from the supply wells. Overall,
the sewer system should help protect the quality of the groundwater by
removing any failed or failing systems.
How long will it take to build? It should take 6 to 9 months, or one
construction season.
How disruptive will construction be? The project will be built without closing
any roads or restricting access to properties. There may be one-lane traffic or
temporary gravel surfaces for short periods of time.
What about failed systems in the interim? Systems will need to be
maintained to comply with current environmental and sanitation requirements.
It may be appropriate to use more frequent pumping and temporary
improvements if the sewer system project continues.
Where do we go from here? The community needs to decide if it wishes to
pursue the development of this project. The next step will be to submit
applications for funding from the State and Federal agencies. Applications for
funding do not commit the Town to implement the project as that will require a
separate vote when funding is secured.
Respectfully submitted.
Car! "Skip" Hagstom, Chairman Wendy Carney
Gene Cuomo John Fitzwilliam
George Graf Barbara Green
Robert Hanson Paul Kotila
Cal Linkenhoker Scott MacKenzie
Thomas Parker Ryan Roy
Anne Treat Liz Young
SEWER PLANNING COMMITTEE
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1999 REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and state Forest
Ranger, contact your local Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is
required before doing ANY outside burning. Fire permits are required for any
open burning unless the ground is completely covered with snow where the
burning will be done. Violations of RSA 227-L:17, the fire permit law and the
other burning laws of the State of New Hampshire are misdemeanors
punishable by fines of up to $2000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable
for all fire suppression costs.
There are eleven Forest Rangers who work for the New Hampshire
Division of Forests and Lands, Forest Protection Bureau. During the 1999
season Forest Rangers were busy assisting communities with suppression of
difficult and remote multi-day fires. Forest Rangers have also investigated
numerous complaints regarding violations of the timber harvest and forest fire
laws, and taken enforcement action to ensure compliance. If you have any
questions regarding forest fire or timber harvest laws, please call our office at
271-2217.
There are 2400 Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy Forest Fire
Wardens throughout the state. Each town has a Forest Fire Warden and
several Deputy Wardens who assist the Forest Rangers with forest fire
suppression, prevention, and law enforcement. The 1999 fire season was a
challenging but safe year for wildland firefighters in New Hampshire. The
severe drought conditions throughout the spring and summer months combined
with residual effects of 1998 Ice Stonn, resulted in a dramatic increase in
wildland fires. In addition to burning in excess of 452 acres, 35 structures were
also impacted by wildfire. Wildland fires in the urban interface are a serious
concerns for both landowners and firefighters. Homeowners can help protect
their structures by maintaining adequate green space around them and making
sure that houses are properly identified with street numbers.
The State of New Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile
patrols and 3 contact aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports from
citizens aid in the quick response from local fire departments. This is a critical
factor in controlling the size of wildland fires and keeping the loss of property
and suppression costs as low as possible.
Please contact your local fire department before doing ANY outside
buming.
REMEMBER:
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT
FOREST FIRES!!
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1999 FIRE
STATISTICS




1999 HOME HEALTHCARE, HOSPICE AND COMMUNITY
SERVICES REPORT
JANUARY 1, 1999 TO DECEMBER 31, 1999
In 1999, Home Healthcare, Hospice and community Service (HCS)
continued to provide home care and community services to the residents of
Fitzwilliam. The following information represents a projection of HCS's
activities in your community in 1999. The projection is based on actual
services provided from January to September 1999 and an estimate of usage
during October, November and December.
SERVICE REPORT
1999 HOME HEALTHCARE - Continued
FINANCIAL REPORT
The actual cost of all services
provided in 1999 with all
funding sources is projected to
be $277,845.50.
The total cost of sen/ices
provided for a partial fee, or at
no charge to residents in
Fitzwilliam is projected to be
$2,127.50 for home care and
$1 ,454.00 for meals-on-
wheels.
For 2000, we request a total appropriation of $4,413.00 ; $3,000.00 to
continue home care at cun-ent level and $1,413.00 for the Meals-On-
Wheels program.
Thank you for your consideration.
Celebration of the 20"^ anniversary of the Fitzwilliam Newsletter.
Left to right: Jane Roberts, Elsie Kreig (holder of the Boston Cane and former
newsletter staff member) and Arlene Rich, Editor of Fitzwilliam Newsletter.
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1999 MONADNOCK ADVISORY COMMISSION
The Monadnock Advisory Commission is charged by the State of
New Hampshire under RSA 258:1 to advise and guide the Department of
Resources and Economic Development (DRED) on the management of their
lands and leased lands of the Society for the Protection of New Hampshire
Forests and the Town of Jaffrey. The lands are located on Mount Monadnock,
Gap Mountain, and Little Monadnock.
On Saturday, June 16, 1999 the Commission met at the Inn at East
Hill Farm in Troy. Business attended to was as follows:
>Discussion on the Monadnock Management Plan was tabled in light
of pending legislation to fund a master plan for Monadnock, Gap and
Little Monadnock Mountains. The plan will be fonnulated sometime
after the end of the year..
>Continued discussion on the Dublin Trail parking lot.
>The republican of the Monadnock Guide.
>Legislation has been introduced to allow the Commission to accept
gifts, grants, and donations and to have tax exempt status. The bill
was subsequently passed.
>A time capsule will be buried somewhere at the base of the ML
Monadnock on or about May 1 , 2000.










The Annual Town Meeting was called to order at 1 1 :00am by
Moderator William Prigge. The polls opened immediately for Articles 1
through 5. Winston Wright served as Assistant Moderator at the polls during
the day. The first voter was Jim Ayers. Voted to close the polls at 7:00pm.
There were 646 voters.













1999 ANNUAL TOWN MEETING - Continued
Article 2. (BY BALLOT) (By Petition) Cliange the table of standard
dimensional regulation airal zoning district minimum front yard to read 40 feet,
(currently 75 feet)
YES 276 NO 342
Article 3. (BY BALLOT) (By Petition) Add, under town code section 127:19
Special Provision and Exception, Paragraph F; all reduction to dimension in the
table of standard dimensional regulation to be by special exception.
YES 312 NO 260
Article 4. (BY BALLOT) Are you in favor of making the following amendments
to the Land Usage Code of the Town of Fitzwilliam as proposed by the
Planning Board of the Town of Fitzwilliam as follows; add new paragraph to be
labeled E (a) under section 127-41 Special Exception Required for Certain
Uses which reads, "Shall find that the proposed use with respect to dimensional
requirements establishes that there exist special conditions that make the
meeting of these requirements unduly burdensome".
YES 371 UO 194
Article 5. (BY BALLOT) Are you in favor of amending Article VII: Signs and
Advertising Devises in the Land Usage Code of the Town of Fitzwilliam as
proposed by the Planning Board to revise this Article in it's entirety to put it into
a more comprehensive form and clarify the dimensions, content and placement
of all types of signs in all zones in the Town of Fitzwilliam.
YES 428 NO 167
Polls will open not later than 1 1 :00am. and close not eariier than 7:00pm or
such later time as shall be authorized by vote of the town.
The polls closed at 7:09pm and the Annual Meeting was opened at 7:11pm by
Moderator, William Prigge. The Giri Scouts led us in the Pledge to the Flag.
The reading of the entire Warrant was waived at this time.
Article 6. To hear and act upon the reports of Agents, Committees and
Officers, heretofore chosen. Joan Knight made a motion to accept the articles
as written in the Town Report. It was seconded. Joan said that she had been
happy to serve on the Board of Selectmen for the past 6 years. Tom Parker
presented Joan with a black and white print of the Town Hall. Jane Wright, Tax
Collector, spoke about a computer error for the Tax Collector's report. All
reports were accepted including the one correction by the Tax Collector.
Article 7. Chief William Prigge made a motion and it was seconded. A
discussion followed and then a ballot vote was taken. Voted to raise and
appropriate the sum of $95,000 for the purchase and equipping of an
ambulance for use of the Fire Department, said appropriation to be funded by
authorizing the Selectmen to bon-ow $40,000 on terms and conditions they
deem to be in the best interest of the town, by authorizing the withdrawal of
$10,000 from the Ambulance Capital Reserve Fund created by ARTICLE #21
of the 1998 annual Meeting; and to authorize the Selectmen to accept and
expend a $25,000 donation by the Fitzwilliam Fire Department Inc. for this
purpose, with the balance to come from cun-ent tax revenues. (Ballot vote
required; 2/3rds) YES 175 NO 11 Article Passed.
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Articles. Gene Cuomo made a motion and it was seconded. Voted to raise
and appropriate the sum of $150,000 to repair and maintain (including but not
limited to paving and ditching) roads. Article passed as written.
Article 9. Gene Cuomo made a motion to indefinitely postpone this article. He
said that it would cost more than was expected to fund this article for the sum
of $30,000 for the purchase and installation of a trash compactor to be used at
the Transfer Station. Voted to indefinitely postpone.
Article 10. Tom Parker made a motion and it was seconded. Voted to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to fonn a committee of five individuals to
recommend uses for the land known as the "ski town area", (Map 1 5 Lot OS-
OS); one member to be from the Planning Board, one member from the Board
of Selectmen, and three members at large to be appointed by the Board of
Selectmen; with the committee to submit its recommendations to the Town at
the 2000 Annual Meeting. Article passed as written.
Article 11. Tom Parker made a motion and it was seconded. Voted to raise
and appropriate the sum of $10,000 for use by the committee established under
ARTICLE #10 of the 1999 Annual town Meeting to fonnulate their
recommendations. This appropriation shall be non-lapsing and may be
encumbered by the Selectmen for up to 4 years. Poll of the house vote -
YES 121 NO 51 Article passed.
Article 12. Joan Knight made a motion and it was seconded. Voted to raise
and appropriate the sum of $2,000 to support the operation of the Meadowood
County Area Fire Department. Article passed.
Article 13. Susan Massin made a motion and it was seconded. Voted to raise
and appropriate the sum of $8,S50 to paint the Fitzwilliam Town Library.
Article passed.
Article 14. Joan Knight made a motion and it was seconded. Voted to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1 ,625 to be paid to the Fitzwilliam Town Library,
said appropriation represents !4 of the monies reimbursed to the Town of
Fitzwilliam from the Cheshire county ADA Grant for the over-expenditure of the
library access project, and finance said appropriation by withdrawing $1,625
from December 31, 1998 unreserved fund balance. Article passed.
Article 15. Tom Parker made a motion and it was seconded. Voted to raise
and appropriate the sum of $15,000 to be used for a Town water/sewer study,
with $10,000 plus accumulated interest to be withdrawn from the Expendable
Trust Fund created under ARTICLE #17 of the 1998 Annual Meeting and the
balance to be raised by current year's taxation. Article passed.
Article 16. Michael Methe made a motion and it was seconded. Voted to raise
and appropriate the sum of $9,700 for construction of a room to be used for the
storage and preservation of vital records, with $4,850 to come form the Bureau
of vital Records Vital Records Improvement Fund, and $4,850 to be raised by
current taxation. Article passed.
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Article 17. Robin Marra made a motion and it was seconded. Voted to raise
and appropriate the sum of $25,000 to create a Capital Reserve Fund, under
the provisions of RSA 31:1 for an addition to and renovation of the Fitzwilliam
Town Library. A ballot vote was taken resulting in the following:
YES 108 NO 45 Article passed.
Article 18. Tom Parker made motion and it was seconded. Voted to raise and
appropriate the sum of $20,000 to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund
created by ARTICLE #17 at the Annual Meeting of 1995 for the reassessment
of the town. Article passed.
Article 19. Chief Bruce Newton made a motion and it was seconded. He also
had plans that were displayed to show what the garage would look like when
complete. Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 to be added to the
Capital Reserve fund created by ARTICLE #18 of the 1998 Annual Meeting for
construction of a garage at the Public Safety Building. Article passed.
Article 20. Chief Bruce Newton made a motion and it was seconded. Voted to
raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 to be added to the Capital Reserve
Fund created by ARTICLE #15 of the 1995 Annual Meeting to purchase and
equip a vehicle for the Police Department, and to name the Board of Selectmen
as agents to expend from said fund in the best interest of the town.
Article passed.
Article 21. Calvin Linkenhoker made a motion and it was seconded. Voted to
raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 to be added to the Capital Reserve
Fund created by ARTICLE #1 1 at the Annual Meeting of 1969 for the purchase
of a fire department vehicle, and to name the Board of Selectmen as agents to
expend from said fund in the best interest of the town. Article passed.
Article 22. Gene Cuomo made a motion and it was seconded. Voted to raise
and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund
created by ARTICLE XVIII of the 1986 Annual Meeting, for the purchase of
equipment for the Highway Department, and to name the Board of Selectmen
as agents to expend from said fund in the best interest of the town. Article
passed.
Article 23. Gene Cuomo made a motion and it was seconded. Voted to raise
and appropriate the sum of $2,500 to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund
created by ARTICLE #16 of the 1997 Annual Meeting for the purchase of a fork
lift at the Transfer Station and to name the Board of Selectmen as agents to
expend from said fund in the best interest of the town. Article passed.
Article 24. Carey Bluhm made a motion and it was seconded. Voted to raise
and appropriate the sum of $5,000 to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund
created by ARTICLE #14 at the Annual Meeting of 1995 for the re-construction
of the tennis courts. Poll of the house vote:
YES 69 NO 33 Article passed.
Article 25. To hear the report of the Budget Committee and pass any vote in
relation thereon. Gene Cuomo, Highway Agent, asked for $15,000 to be added
to the budget for the Transfer Station. Voted in the affirmative. John Tommila
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asked that $7,006 be taken out of the Police budget. John withdrew his motion
since it was not seconded. Chief Newton said that he had already taken a
$6,000 cut and this would put his budget in the red. Peter Thompson made a
motion to add the $6,006 to the Police budget and it was seconded. Voted in
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1999 ANNUAL TOWN MEETING - Continued
$400.00 at such time as the plot is opened to cover the proper care of the lot.
Voted in the negative.
Article 29. Joan Knight made a motion and it was seconded. She said that
there is only $52.00 in the fund. Voted to discontinue the Recycling
Expendable Trust Fund created by Article #18 at the Annual Meeting of the
Town of March 1992; said funds, with accumulated interest to date of
withdrawal, to be transferred to the municipality's general fund. Article passed.
Article 30. Tom Parker made a motion and it was seconded. Voted to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to relinquish the Town's rights to a 16,612
square foot piece of land, part of the property currently on long term lease from
the Monadnock Regional School District for recreational purposes, in exchange
for a separate 16, 612 square foot piece to be added to the Recreational
property on long term lease to the town. The purpose of this transfer is to
facilitate the expansion of the Emerson School. The properties covered by this
exchange are shown on Fitzwilliam Tax Map 30 Lots 5 and 6. Article passed.
Article 31. Tom Parker made a motion and it was seconded. Bruce Knight
made a motion to amend this article to read: "To see if the town will retain
ownership and control of the boat landing Tax Map 21 Lot 05 of the tax maps of
the Town of Fitzwilliam". Article passed as amended.
Article 32. Michael Methe made a motion and it was seconded. Voted to
dissolve the Industrial and Commercial Development Committee established by
Article #25 of the 1998 Annual Meeting. Article passed.
Article 33. Joan Knight made a motion and it was seconded. Voted to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to trade, sell or othenvise dispose of any
unusable vehicles or equipment of any of the departments of the town. Article
passed.
Article 34. Tom Parker made a motion and it was seconded. Voted to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept, on behalf of the town, gifts,
legacies, and devises made to the town in trust for any public purpose, as
permitted by RSA 31:19 until rescinded. Article passed.
Article 35. Michael Methe made a motion and it was seconded. Voted to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept the dedication of any street shown
on a subdivision plat by the Planning Board, provided that such street has been
constructed in accordance with the approval of the subdivisions plat by the
Planning Board and has been constructed in accordance with applicable town
specifications as determined by the Board of Selectmen or their agent. Article
passed.
Meeting adjourned at 11:10 pm. All elected officials and committee members






GRANTORS GRANTEES DATE LOCATION
Aldsworth, Doris T.
Aliano, Charles F. & Barbara E.










August C. Burns Trust
Ball, Dayle I.
Bank of New Hampshire
Bateman, Richard C. & Phyllis V.
Bauer, Roger L. & Barbara R.







Brackett, Bruce & Labossiere, Lis
Brewer, Kyoko
Briggs, Glenn A. & Joanne
Bussiere, Jo-Ann
Cammarata, Rocco & Louise D.
Carlson, Louis E. & Miriam E.
Carlson, Shirley G.
Carrick, William R.
Chaplin, Stanley W. & Joanne P.
Chelminski, Stephen
Coughlin, sheila M.
Crocker, Kendall F. Ill & Linda L.











Elizabeth G. 'Angier Life Estate
Travers, Jeraldine M.
Travers, Jeraldine M.
Country Road Realty Trust
Welsh. Frank E. & Loretta M.
Gamache, Nicole L.
Kennedy, James H.
Williams, Russell J. & Joann M.
Garcia, Theresa A.
Bennett, Keith J.
Open View Investments, LLC
Open View Investments, LLC
Open View Investments, LLC
Open View Investments, LLC
Open View Investments, LLC
Vincent, Neil A. & Linda J.
Brewer Sr., Paul
Briggs, Melonnie A.
Bussiere, Michael F. & Jo-Ann
Cammarata, Rocco G.
Berard, Dennis P. & Ann L.
Carlson, Robert J. & Rita L.
Lisa C. Haupt Trust: William R.
Lakeville Shores, Inc
Lajoie, Jeffrey A.
Old England Enterprise. L.L.C.
Forgue, Ronald A. & D'Amato, S
Laughner, Paul A. Jr. & Susan
Federal National Mortgage Asso
0/29/99
GRANTORS GRANTEES DATE LOCATION
Cutting, Gail I.
Damon. Edwin L. & Phyllis B.
David Fournier Trust
Davis, Dwight W.
DeAngelis, Robert & Carol
Decatur, Thomas & Lucille A.
Dolbeare, Scott M. & Mary E.
Donovan, Hazel A.
Douglas, Donald & Thelma F.
Dunton, Walter A.
Federal National Mortgage Associ
Fernandez, Santiago & Rose
Fernandez, Santiago & Rose
Fernandez, Santiago & Rose
Fernandez, Santiago & Rose





Fournier Jr., Joseph R. & Debora
Garland, Deborah Lee
Goodwin II, Leon I. & Michelle J.
Gordon, Edward
Gouslin, Roger A. & Linda J.
Grace, Rhonda S.




Hannu, Dennis D. & Miriam J.







Hollman, William & Joyce







Davis, Sandra M. Trust
McHugh, Thomas J. & Judith A.
VanBlarcom, Edward J. & Carme
Kahn, Hope
Lane, Jr., Howard B.
Nunn, Richmond & Ann E.







Breton, Nelson J. & Agnes A.
Filipi, Steven G.
Brockeman, Mark D. & Laurie Mi
Cutler, Joseph S. & Sandra L.
Fournier Jr., Joseph R.
Dunton, Paul S. & Kretschmar, T
Beauregard II, Richard V.
Gordon, Brian S.
Walsh, Timothy M. & Mary E.
Chase, Michael & Kathleen Dewi
Dunton, Mark R. & Sarah M.
Hallett, Frances G.
Hallett, Frances G.
Handy Pond Realty Trust
DeManche, Arthur G.
Martin, Gary W. & Debra A.
Crowe, George J. & Robin L.
Seymour, Shawn E. & Deborah J
Stedman, Mary A.
Lawrie, Scott R. & Julie-Ann Verr
Zeuli, Antone A. & Kim E.
Munson, Richard W. & Cheryl L.
Martin Living Trust
Cuomo, Gene E. & Maureen K.
Heyman, Warren & Rosamond A
Heyman, Warren & Rosamond A
State of NH
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GRANTORS GRANTEES DATE LOCATION
Johnson, Janelle A.
GRANTORS GRANTEES DATE LOCATION
New Hampshire Acres, Inc.
Noble, Susan M.
Olson, Lorraine H.
Patrick & Nancy Roehl Living Tru









Ricard, Caria E. & Shannon Murp
Robidoux, Cora L.
Rugg, Madeline & Thomas
Rugg, Madeline & Thomas
S & D Realty
Saari, Paul K.
Scovel, Carl R. & Faith E.
SHFE Corporation
Shumann, Martha L.
Silvia, Anthony R. & Joanne
Singleton, Kevin J. & Margaret A.




Spicer, David W. & Patricia L.
Tommila, Baice D. & Mark D. Sw
Town of Fitzwilliam
Wallace, Margaret N. Estate of
Wallace, Margaret N. Estate of





Woodaiff, Catherine L. Estate of
Yasvin, Thomas & Frances
Zilembo, Christine M.
Zimmerman, Ruth E., Ryder, Jam




























































Henry M.& Michelle C.
Irvin S.
Roger A.
John M.& Doris H.
Wayne A.& Lois J. Kelly
Pamela J.
Alfred & Patricia
















































































































































































































































Theresa A. 11,38-02 3.64 23400
Gregory 07,07-22 1000 21000
David W. 12,54 12.29 33550
Florence O. 12.55 2.5 13250 5800
Florence O. 12,56 42.5 63450 83700
David P. 03,22 5 25750
Joanna P. 21,08 0.2 65500 21650
Arthur F.& Patricia C. 11,50 0.46 22500 66000
Joan E. 36,03 0.2 50000 36850
William G.& Marianne 42,02-36 1 23650
24,06 0.4 96900 28500
Laura.S. Frongillo,D. Bad 42.02-57 19900
James J.& Janet M. 42,01-40 23650
Dorothy 29,2.1 0.4 25500 34650
Genevieve & Donna Alle 06,43-01 3 37450 49050
Mabel M.L 08,06 4 22150
Gary P.& Louise A. 06.03-02 6.1 36200 54750
William H. 42,02-96 1 23650
Brian C.& Valerie T. 17,19 12.93 53300 71800
Patrick T.& Karen 06,40-02 2 31900 71400
Lewis D.& Mary G. 36,17 -1 22500
Lewis D.& Mary G. 36,16 0.2 1100
Dennis & James 26,01-02 0.3 .
RuthE. 10,08 2.5 34050 36200
Arnold & Rachael 06,20-02 7.39 35800 91150
Stephen 42,01-58 23650
Carl L. & Mary Ann Marin 15,03-01 5.5 31500
Richard G. 03.33 52.8 40750
Thomas & Heather Higgi 04,57-01 3.1 32p50 49900
Richard A. 28,41 0.4 23500 57150
Russell G. 08,05 0.5 23450 39850
Wayne J.& Barbara A. 06,40-15 2.62 39700 70750
Leon & Michelle 16,20 13 21750 70650
Russell G. 08,45-04 7.7 32300 47850
Brians. 10.28 3.8 37650 22100
GretchenL. 04,28 8.7 23050 5800
Donald F. & Miriam H. 42.02-92 28650
Robert J. 15,61 43.6 52950 58450
GretchenL 04,29 0.5 18250 37350
J & C & J L McBride .42,01-97 23650
Melrose A.& Kathryn 35,02 0.4 23500 48550
Michael & Lola-Gene B. 31,20 1.4 39000 46500
John P.& Patricia A. 37,10 0.54 54000 47400
Robert A. & Debra A. 43,02-84 28650
Lilly H. 20,06-01 ,2 28500



















































Marie E. O'Day Trust







David G.& Debra M.
Steven L.& Marie Carole
Nicholas R.& Nancy K.
Gwendolyn R.
Roy I.
Peter M. & Janet B.
Barbara J.
Richard C.& Ramona L.
Richard T. & Jean
Richard C.& Ramona L.
David M.& Elaine R.'
David M.& Elaine R.
Robin E.
Robin E.
Robert D.& Regina E.
Peter
Donald F.
John P. & Linda C.
Bruce & Marilyn
Angus D.& Carolyn C.





























































































































































































































Rodney A. 04,51 10.5 5900
Donald & Sherry 07,13 1 24750
Marion L. 30,01 0.34 24400 39950
Rodney A. 04,55-03 10.2 36600 53400
Joseph D. 28.20 1.4 26850 68900
Dana & Jeanne E. 42.01-83 23650
Aaron 42,02-09 23650
Karen E. 11.01 0.9 26250 72700
Grace M. 04,66 1 27250 110450
Inc. 10,79-02 26 44800
Inc. 21.29 0.6 20250
Inc. 07,06 25.67 47550
Inc. 10,79-01 3 21000
21,20 0.2 65500 25450
Richard T.& Mary M. 04,55-08 6.4 38400 89700
Anna & Gary Ravert 36,05 0.5 33650 39450
Victor A. 42.01-84 28650
Victor A. 42.01-85 23650
John A.& Elizabeth Ann 08,43-03 2.81 28200 108600
Elizabeth V.& William O. 21,16 0.6 63500 34500
Charlotte B. 23,23 0.3 83500 65550
Davis, Sandra Tmstee 15,57 2 27400 79100
Ruth M. 33,19 0.79 37000 71850
Robert V.& Colony E. 16,08-01 -1 8100
ArleneB. 42,01-56 23650
John D.& Sharon A. 42.01-01 23650
David & Christine 42.01-86 23650
George A. 25,19 0.7 27400 37500
Ronald E.& Marion D. 06,32-03 3.59 31600 52700
Michael J.&Mallory,Debr 10,21-03 7.3 39450 100850
Josef A 07,20 2.9 14650
Josef A. 11,34 0.7 3150
Josef A. 07,12 14 37600
Josef A. 07,21 1 1125
Josef A. 07.22 3.3 3700
Josef A. 07.23 399 180700
Louis R.& Nancy Lee 42,01-55 23650
Robert & Margery 11,42 11.5 70500 130700
AnnaE. 41.06 2.5 33000 87650
Doris J. 35,13 0.2 900
Doris J. 35.11 0.2 25500
Doris J. 35,12 1.2 83500 49450
Kurt G.& S.Earley 03,15 0.21 24400 57950
34.06 1 29000 86950
David W. 07,28-04 5.8 27900 77650
































THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT 2000
To the inhabitants of the Town of Fitzwilliam, in the County of Cheshire, in said
State, qualified to vote in town affairs, you are hereby notified to meet at the
Town Hall in said Fitzwilliam on Tuesday, the fourteenth day of March next at
seven (7:00) o'clock in the afternoon to act on the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1 . To bring in your votes for the election of one Selectman for three
years; one Fireward for three years; one Moderator for two years; one
Supervisor of the Checklist for six years; two Budget Committee Members for
three years; one Budget Committee Member for one year; two Planning Board
Members for three years, one Cemetery Commissioner for three years; one
Cemetery Commissioner for two years; one Trustee of the Library for three
years; one Trustee of the Trust Funds for three years; and three
Commissioners of Plante Memorial Park for one year.
ARTICLE 2. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of amending Section 127-43 of the
Fitzwilliam Land Use Bylaw as proposed by the Planning Board to include
provisions that address Equitable Waiver of Dimensional Requirements as
provided in RSA 674:33-a?
YES NO
ARTICLE 3. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of amending Section 127-14 of the
Fitzwilliam Land Use Bylaw pertaining to accessory uses in residential districts
as proposed by the Planning Board to replace the existing paragraph A(2)
entitled Home Occupation with paragraphs A(2) (a) entitled Home Occupation
and A (2) (b) entitled Home Business?
YES NO
Polls will open not later than 11:00a.m. and close not earlier than 7:00
p.m. or such later time as shall be authorized by vote of the town.
ARTICLE 4 . To hear and act upon the reports of Agents, Committees and
Officers, heretofore chosen.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$100,000 for a complete revaluation of the real property of the town, including
the purchase of computer equipment and assessing software, said
appropriation to be funded by authorizing the Board of Selectmen to withdraw
$64,000.00 from the Capital Reserve Fund created by ARTICLE #17 at the
Annual Meeting of 1995 and withdrawing $36,000.00 from the December 31,
1999 unreserved fund balance, or take any action thereon. This appropriation
shall be non-lapsing and may be encumbered by the selectmen for up to 3
years. (Recommended by Budget Committee, Recommended by Board of
Selectmen)
ARTICLE 6. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to apply for State of New Hampshire and Federal grants for the purpose of
funding a town sewer system for the Fitzwilliam Village area, or take any action
thereon.
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TOWN WARRANT 2000 - Continued
ARTICLE 7. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,000 to continue work for a town sewer project, or take any action thereon.
(Recommended by Budget Committee, Recommended by Board of Selectmen)
ARTICLE 8. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$150,000 to repair and maintain (including but not limited to paving and
ditching) roads, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Budget
Committee, Recommended by Board of Selectmen)
ARTICLE 9. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$25,700 to purchase and equip a police patrol vehicle, said appropriation to be
funded by authorizing the withdrawal of $18,700 from the Capital Reserve Fund
created by ARTICLE #15 of the 1995 Annual Meeting, and $7000 to be raised
by current year's taxation, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by
Budget Committee, Recommended by Board of Selectmen)
ARTICLE 10. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$35,000 to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund created by ARTICLE #17 of
the 1999 Annual Meeting for an addition to and renovation of the Fitzwilliam
Town Library, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Budget
Committee, Recommended by Board of Selectmen)
ARTICLE 1
1
. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$30,000 for the reconstruction of the tennis courts, said appropriation to be
funded by authorizing the Board of Selectmen to withdraw $22,000 plus all
accumulated interest from the Capital Reserve Fund created by ARTICLE #14
at the Annual Meeting of 1995 and dissolve said fund, with the balance to be
raised by current year's taxation, or take any action thereon. (Recommended
by Budget Committee, Recommended by Board of Selectmen)
ARTICLE 12. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$15,000.00 for the purpose of paving the parking lot at the recreation area, or
take any action thereon. (Recommended by Budget Committee,
Recommended by Board of Selectmen)
ARTICLE 13. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5000 to create an Expendable Trust Fund under the provisions of RSA
31 :19a, for the purpose of developing design plans for and creating a
recreational ballfield, and further name the Board of Selectmen as agents to
expend from said fund in the best interest of the town, or take any action
thereon. (Recommended by Budget Committee, Recommended by Board of
Selectmen)
ARTICLE 14. To see if the town will authorize the Board of Selectmen to form
a committee to look into continued membership in the Monadnock Regional
School District and to investigate other educational opportunities for the
children of the town, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$15,000 for the purpose of paving the roads within the Village Cemetery, or
take any action thereon. (Recommended by Budget Committee,
Recommended by Board of Selectmen)
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ARTICLE 16. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$6100 to install an addition to the exhaust extraction system at the Public
Safety Building, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Budget
Committee, Recommended by Board of Selectmen)
ARTICLE 17. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$12,000 to replace, if deemed necessary, damaged fire department turnout
(bunker) gear, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Budget
Committee, Recommended by Board of Selectmen)
ARTICLE 18. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to enter into a lease agreement with the Meadowood County Area Fire
Department for the use of the tower truck, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 19. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,000 to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund created by ARTICLE #1 1 at
the Annual Meeting of 1969 for the purchase of a fire department vehicle, or
take any action thereon. (Not Recommended by Budget Committee,
Not Recommended by Board of Selectmen)
ARTICLE 20. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,000 to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund created by ARTICLE #18 of
the 1998 Annual Meeting for construction of a garage at the Public Safety
Building, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by Budget Committee,
Recommended by Board of Selectmen)
ARTICLE 21 . To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,000 to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund created by ARTICLE XVIII of
the 1986 Annual Meeting, for the purchase of equipment for the Highway
Department, or take any action thereon.
(Recommended by Budget Committee, $20,000 Recommended by Board of
Selectmen)
ARTICLE 22. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$25,000 to create an Expendable Trust Fund under the provisions of RSA
31:19a, for a sprinkler system for the Town Hall and the Fitzwilliam Library and
further name the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend from said fund in the
best interest of the town, or take any action thereon. (Recommended by
Budget Committee, Recommended by Board of Selectmen)
ARTICLE 23. To hear the report of the Budget Committee, and pass any vote
in relation thereon.
ARTICLE 24. To see if the town will vote to send the following resolution to
the New Hampshire General Court: "Resolved, New Hampshire's natural,
cultural and historic resources in this town and throughout the state are worthy
of protection and, therefore, the State of New Hampshire should establish and
fund a permanent public/private partnership for the voluntary conservation of
these important resources", or take any action thereon.
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ARTICLE 25. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to trade, sell or otherwise dispose of any unusable vehicles or equipment of any
of the departments of the town until rescinded, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 26. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to accept the dedication of any street shown on a subdivision plat by the
Planning Board, provided that such street has been constructed in accordance
with the approval of the subdivision plat by the Planning Board and has been
constructed in accordance with applicable town specifications as detenmined by
the Board of Selectmen or their agent until rescinded, or take any action
thereon.







BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF FITZWILLIAM
PURPOSE OF
BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF FITZWILUAM
ARTICLE #2.
Are you in favor of amending Section 127-43 of the Fitzwilliam Land Use Byiaw
as proposed by the Planning Board to include provisions that address Equitable
Waiver of Dimensional Requirements as provided in RSA 674:33-a?
127-43 Equitable Waiver of Dimensional Requirements
A waiver of dimensional requirements of this chapter may be
authorized by the Board of Adjustment. The Board may grant an equitable
waiver only for existing dimensional nonconformity's provided the applicant can
meet the required standards.
When a lot or other division of land, or structure is discovered to be
in violation of a physical layout or dimensional requirement imposed by a
zoning ordinance, enacted pursuant to RSA 674:16, the Zoning Board of
Adjustment shall, upon application by and with the burden of proof on the
property owner, grant an equitable waiver from the requirement, if and only if
the Board makes certain mandatory findings as listed in paragraph E below.
Waivers shall be granted under this section only from physical layout,
mathematical or dimensional requirements, and not from use restrictions. An
equitable waiver granted under this section shall not be construed as a
nonconforming use, and shall not exempt future use, construction,
reconstruction, or additions on the property from full compliance with the
ordinance. This section shall not be construed to alter the principle that owners
of land are bound by constructive knowledge of all applicable requirements.
This section shall not be construed to impose upon municipal officials any duty
to guarantee the correctness of plans reviewed by them or property inspected
by them.
A. Rules and regulations and fees. The Board of Adjustment shall
adopt and from time to time amend rules and regulations not
inconsistent with the provisions of this chapter or RSA 672-677 or other
applicable provisions of town ordinances and shall file a copy of said
rules and regulations with the Town Clerk. Such rules shall prescribe as
a minimum the size, form, contents, style and number of copies of plans
and specifications, the Town boards or agencies from which the Board
of Adjustment shall request written reports and procedures for
submission and approval of such equitable waivers. The Board of
Adjustment may adopt and from time to time amend fees sufficient to
cover reasonable costs incurred by the Town in the review and
administration of such permit.
B. Application . Any person who desires to obtain a dimensional waiver
from the requirements of this chapter shall submit a written application to
the Board of Adjustment on a form prescribed by the Board of
Adjustment.
C. Reports from Town Board or Agencies. The Board of Adjustment
shall transmit forthwith a copy of the application and plan(s) to other
Boards, Departments, or Committees as it may deem necessary or
appropriate for their Written reports.
D. Public Hearing and Decision. The Board of Adjustment shall hold a
public hearing no later than thirty (30) days after the receipt of an
application by the Clerk of the Board of Adjustment. The Board of
Adjustment shall have the power to continue a public hearing under this
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127-43 Equitable Waiver - Continued
section if it finds that such continuance is necessary to allow the
petitioner or applicant to provide information of an unusual nature and
which is not otherwise required as part of the Equitable Waiver
application. The Board of Adjustment shall issue a decision no later than
fourteen (14) days following the close of the hearing.
E. Mandatory Findings. Before granting any equitable waiver for
dimensional Requirements, the Board of Adjustment shall upon
application by and with the burden of proof on the property owner, grant an




That the violation was not noticed or discovered by any owner,
former owner, owner's agent or representative, or municipal official,
until after a structure in violation had been substantially completed,
or until after a lot or other division of land in violation had been
subdivided by conveyance to a bona fide purchaser for value;
2. That the violation was not the outcome of ignorance of the law or
ordinance, failure to inquire, obfuscation, misrepresentation, or bad
faith on the part of any owner, owner's agent or representative, but
was instead caused by either a good faith error in measurement or
calculation made by an owner or owner's agent, or by an error in
ordinance interpretation or applicability made by an owner or
owner's agent, or by an error in ordinance interpretation or
applicability made by a municipal official in the process of issuing a
permit over which that official had authority;
3. That the physical dimensional violation does not constitute a public
or private nuisance, nor diminish the value of other property in the
area, nor interfere with or adversely affect any present or
permissible future uses of any such property; and
4. That due to the degree of past construction or investment made in
ignorance of the facts constituting the violation, the cost of
correction so far outweighs any public benefit to be gained, that it
would be inequitable to require the violation to be corrected.
In lieu of the findings required by the Board under subparagraphs E
(1 ) and (2), the owner may demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Board that the
violation has existed for ten (10) years or more, and that no enforcement action,
including written notice of violation, has been commenced against the violation
during that time by the municipality or any person directly effected.
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ARTICLE #3.
Are you in favor of amending Section 127-14 of tiie Fitzwilliam Land Use
Bylaw pertaining to accessory uses in residential districts as proposed by the
Planning Board to replace the existing paragraph A{2) entitled Home
Occupation with paragraphs A(2) (a) entitled Home Occupation and A (2) (b)
entitled Home Business?
Home Occupation - DOES NOT REQUIRE SITE PLAN REVIEW
Home Occupation - An occupation, profession, or trade which is conducted by
a resident of the premises entirely within the residence or an accessory
building, and does not involve more than occasional business vehicular traffic
to the property. Examples include, but are not limited to, artists, desktop
publishers, software developers, craftsmen, and people who work at home and
conduct business by mail or electronic communications.
1 .) The activity must be conducted entirely within the residence or an
accessory building.
2.) The activity shall have minimal impact that includes no offensive noise, traffic,
vibration, smoke, dust, odors, heat, glare, or unsightliness is produced.
3.) The activity must be owned, operated, or managed by residents of the
dwelling unit. There shall be no more than one employee on site at any given
time.
4.) The activity must be clearly incidental and secondary to the primary use of the
premises as a residence.
5.) The activity must not change the character of the premises or surrounding
neighborhood . There shall be no window displays or other features not
normally associated with residential use.
6.) Adequate on-site parking must be provided for all vehicles at or coming to the
site.
Home Business - Site Plan Review Required
Home Business - A business, profession, or trade which is conducted by a
resident of the premises entirely within the residence or an accessory building
and involves an increase in traffic.
1 .) The activity must be conducted entirely within the residence or an
accessory building.
2.) The activity shall have minimal impact that includes no offensive noise,
traffic, vibration, smoke, dust, odors, heat, glare, or unsightliness is
produced.
3.) The activity shall be owned, operated, or managed by residents of the
dwelling unit. There shall be no more than four employees on site at any
given time.
4.) The activity shall be clearly incidental and secondary to the primary use of
the premises as a residence.
5.) The activity must not change the character of premises or surrounding
neighborhood. There shall be no window displays or other features not
normally associated with residential use.
6.) Adequate on-site parking must be provided for all vehicles at or coming to
this site.
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ARTICLE #3 - Continued
7.) Proof of compliance with all applicable environmental controls is required.
This includes all overlay districts (Conservation District, Floodplain District,
Aquifer Protection Districts, and Wetlands Overlay District).
8.) The total exterior space for business shall be no more than one quarter
(1/4) of the lot or 5,000 square feet , whichever is less, and shall be
restricted to the storage of vehicles and equipment but all such activities,
equipment, and storage shall be permanently screened from view of
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